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Let G be a simple, simply connected algebraic group over an algebrai- 
cally closed field of characteristic p. In the study of the structure of the 
module induced from a character 1 on a Bore1 subgroup of G, calculations 
often are performed for 1 only in the lowest p2-alcove, with the belief that 
results for the lowest p2-alcove determine the results for weights in the 
p”-alcove, n > 2 (see [7] for instance). In this paper, we illustrate that 
principle by showing that the second socle level of the module induced 
from a weight in the lowest p”-alcove may be computed in terms of the 
second socle levels of modules induced from weights in the lowest pz and 
P n- ‘-alcoves, under the hypothesis in Theorem 2.2. 
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G containing a maximal torus T and 
defined over the prime field as a subgroup of G. Let X(T) be the character 
group of T, W the Weyl group of (G, T), and ( , ) a W-invariant inner 
product on X(T)@. R. Let S be the set of simple roots of (G, T) contained 
in the set R, of roots of the Bore1 subgroup opposite to B. Let p be the 
half-sum of the roots in R, and a” the coroot of cx E R + . 
X,(T) = { 1 E X(T) IO -C (a”, A + p) < p”, tl E S} is a fundamental domain 
for the operation of p”X(T) on X(T) by translation. Hence, each p E X(T) 
may be expressed uniquely in the form p= PO+ p”,ul, POE X,(T) and 
,dEX(T). 
G,* is the kernel of the nth power of the Frobenius map F on G and B, 
is the kernel of the restriction of F” to B. 
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The forest p”-alcove in X(T) is the set (2 E X( 7’) / 0 < (CC, J + p) < p”, 
CY.ER+}. 
L(L) is the irreducible G-module of dominant highest weight 1. 
Sot; M is the mth term in the socle filtration of a G-module M and 
Sock(M) = Sot, M is the socle of M. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a G-module or a G,, T-module. M is m-restricted 
if the composition factors of A4 all have highest weights in X,,,(T). 
DEFINITION. Latt(M) is the lattice of submodules of a G-module M. 
M’“) is the nth Frobenius power of M. 
ff,. ,?2p” is the p”-hyperplane (J E X( T) 1 (y*‘, /2 + p) = mp” 1, for 7 E R + and 
m E z. Sj.,n,p ,  is the operator of orthogonal reflection in H;,.,,,. IY,,~,,~” is a 
louver hyperplane relative to ,u E X(T) if (y”, p + p) 3 mp”. 
DEFNTION. p is strongly linked to E. by reflections in p”-hyperplanes if 
/E=s ;‘r,m,p” . “’ Sl’,,m,p” .p for some {mi, yi):=r, where HY,,n2,P,L is a lower 
hyperplane relative to sY ,-,,, )1,~ ,P,z . . . . ~ s,,,,,~,, .,D for each i = I, ..~) t. Here? 
l”‘~p=w(p+p)-p. 
SL,. J. is the set of characters strongly linked to 1. by reflections in 
p”-hyperplanes. 
The n-a/coves in X(T) are the connected components of the complement 
of the union of the p’*-hyperplanes. 
A special n-vertex v is an intersection npts HB,n,p,i. The n-bos V with 
upper vertex ris the set X,(T)+(v-(p”-~)~)=(xEX(T)/(~~--11)~”~ 
(/?‘,~+pj<n~p”, /JES}. Here: v-(p”-1)~ lies inp”X(T). 
Properties of induction [4]. Let Hc K be subgroup schemes of G, and 
let M be an H-module. Let Y(M) be the sheaf on G/H induced from MY 
and Ha(G/Z9, 40(M)) the G-module of global sections. 
(1) H’(G/H, Y(M))2 H’(G/K, Y(H”(K/H, Y(M)))). 
(2) If V is a G-module, H’(G/H, Y(M@ V))zH”(G/H, Y(M)) 
@ v. 
(3) If li E X( T) lies in the lowest p-alcove, then H’fG/B. 9(d)) 2 
L(A). 
We use the following symbols for various induced modules. 
Ho(M) = H’(G/B, Z(M), A4 a B-module. 
H’(G/G,B, M)= H’(G/G,B, P(M)), M a G,B-module. 
Hz(M) = H”(G, T/B,, T, Y(M)), M a B,, T-module. 
If M is a B-module, then H:(M) and H”(G, B/B, L?(M)) are isomorphic 
as G,z T-modules. 
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1. GEOMETRY 
1.1. The Ajjjne Weyl Group. Let u;P= W.pR(T) be the affine Weyl 
group, where R(T) is the root lattice. Define a mapping W, -+@I W, by 
(\v .p6)‘“’ = 1~ .p”6, for IV E W and 6 E R(T). 
Express VEX as p=,u’+p”-’ pl, where p” E X,, _ r(T). p lies in the 
(n-1) box V with upper (n-l) vertex v=p”-‘p’+(p”-‘-1)~. 
LEMMA 1 ([6], Lemma 3.1). p” + p”+lSL, . p1 = p” + SL,, v - 
(p’l-I- 1)p. 
Proof. If y is a positive root and m is an integer, then 
p”+ pn-lsy,mp .p’ =p”+fz,,,p~.v- (p”-‘- l)p and p”+ p+l~~,,~~ .pl lies 
in the (n - 1) box V’j.@ . Hence, for t E W,, p” + p” ~ ‘2 . p1 = p” + ~“l) . 
o-(p”-‘- 1)~. The lemma follows from that equation, using the fact that 
H y,mp is a lower p-hyperplane for ,uI if and only if H,,,, is a lower 
p”-hyperplane for v = p” - ‘pl + (p” - ’ - 1) p. 
LEMMA 2. Let p lie in the (n - 1) box V”. If v” is contained in some 
n-alcotle C,,, then C, n (p” + p+lSL, .,u’) = {p}. 
ProoJ: We show that C,n(p’+SL,.v-(p”-‘- l)p)= (p} by 
showing that ylu’“‘.’ A C, = @ for each element K@). v of SL, . v different 
from v. Since there is some p”-hyperplane with v strictly on the upper side 
and ~.t’@). Y strictly on the lower side, by [9, Lemma 3.11, C, is strictly on 
the upper side and v”““‘.” is strictly on the lower side of that hyperplane. 
Hence, I”‘@‘. ”n C, = 0. 
Remark. There is no claim to novelty in the results of 1.2 and 1.3 below 
(see [3] for instance). The proofs, which are brief, are included. 
1.2. n-Restricted Modules. Let M and N be G,T-modules. Let 
Hom,(M NJ = ILE x,T) Hom..(M, N)Ai be the T-eigenspace decomposi- 
tion. The weight li equals some p”pi~p”X(T), since HomGn(A4, N) is 
T,-trivial. 
LEMMA. There is a canonical linear isomorphism 
HomGn(A4, N) z @i Hom,“AMOp”pi, N). 
Proof: Hom,(M N),I~ and Hom,nT.(M@p”pi, N) are canonically 
isomorphic. 
PROPOSITION 1. If M and N are n-restricted G-modules, then 
(a) Horn&M, N) = Hom,(M, N). 
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(b) Soc;j M) = Soc;( M). 
(c) Soc~(M@L(6)‘“‘) = (SOC~M)@L(G)(~), for 6 dominant. 
Proof. (a) Hom,,,(M, Nj is T-trivial, since Hom,flT(M@j)pnpi, N) = 
(0) when pi#O, by the hypothesis of n-restriction. 
(b) follows from (a), and (c) from (b). 
Remark. By [2], if A4 is a G-module such that each composition factor 
L(p) has p = ,u’ + p”,~r with p” E X,( T), where ,u’ lies in the lowest p-alcove, 
then SOCKS = SocE(M). The class of such modules includes the 
n-restricted modules. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 6 be a dominant weight. Let M and N be n-restricted 
G-modules. Under the map f +-+ f 0 I, 
Hom,(M, N) g Horn&M@ L(6)(“), NO L(6)(“)). 
Proof. Horn&M @ L(6)“*‘, N 0 L(6)‘“‘) = (HomGn(M @ L(6)(n), N&I 
L(@(nJj)GiGn = (H omGn(M 
((L(6)* 0 L(B))@))GIGn= H’ 
N) 0 (L(S)* 0 L(G))(“j)G’Gn - Hom,“(M, N) 0 
om,(M, N) 0 (L(6)* 0 L(b))’ = Hom,(M, N). 
1.3. Frobenius Powers. Let E, and E, be G-modules. The identity map 
Hom,(E,, E,) -+I Hom,(Ey), Ey’) is a linear isomorphism, since the 
Frobenius map is an epimorphism. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 1 E X,,(T). Under the map f +-+ i@f; 
HOmG(El, Ez) Z Horn&L(A)@ Ey’, L(A) @ Ey)). 
Proof Consider the composite di: HomGn(L(i;), L(A) @ E!ni)r 
Horn&L(i), L(A)) @ Ei”)z El”). I@ dj: L(A) @ HOm,,(L(;i), L(A) @ 
Ei”)) + L(l) @ Ei”’ coincides with the evaluation map ei defined by 
ei(m Q II) = h(m). For any k E Horn&L(A) @ Ey), L(l) @ I??)), consider the 
commuting diagram 
L(A)OHom&L(;1), L(;1)0E!“‘)B L(A)@Hom,,,(L(A),L(A)@E:““) 
e, = IcBfPi t-z=I@@z 
Since each I@ q5i s an isomorphism, k is realized by tensoring ko with I. 
COROLLARY. L.et 1 E X,(T) and let E be a G-module. 
(a) SOC~(L(A)@E’“‘)=L(A)@(SOC~E)‘“~. 
(b) Latt(E)r Latt(L(A)@E’“‘) under MH L(I)@M(“‘. 
481/1X/2-10 
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Remark. As a supplement o the Proposition, there is the result [l] 
that for 1 EX,(T) such that Exth”(L(I), L(A)) =O, there is a canonical 
linear isomorphism 
Ext;(L(G,), L(6,))rExt; (L(1)@L(6,)‘“‘, L(1)@L(6,)‘“‘) 
for dominant weights 6, and 6 2; moreover, Ext,!JL(A), L(1)) = 0 unless 
p = 2, G has type CI, and il is orthogonal to the simple root which lies in 
2X(T). 
2. THE SECOND SOCLE 
Let n>2. Write each weight PEA’,,(T) as p==‘+ p”-‘p’, where 
p” EX,- 1(T). In Theorem 2.2 of this section, we show that when 6 is domi- 
nant and 1 is a weight of X,(T) in position to satisfy the hypothesis of 
the theorem, then So&H”(l+ ~“6)) = Socs(H’(A)) @ L(6)(“)+ L(,lO) 0 
Soc;(HO(P + PC?))‘“-I’. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let 3, E X,(T) and let 6 be dominant. There are canoni- 
cal inclusions into H”(l + p”6), 
(i) L(lO)QHo(l’+pS)(“~‘) 6H0(1+p”6) 
(ii) [7] Ho(n) 0 L(6)(“) ,i H”(A + ~“6). 
Proof The inclusion i is defined by applying the functor 
H’(G/G,- ,B, -) to the G,- ,B-module inclusion L(il”)@p”-l(l’ + ~6) 4 
H~~l(dO)@pn~l(A1 +p6) (c.f. [S]).j is defind by applying H’(G/B, -) to 
a non-zero B-module mapping d @L(6)@! + k(A + p” 6). 
Remark. L(,l’) 0 H”(l’ + ~6)‘“~” has for composition factors 
{L(l”)QL(~)‘“-l’IL(~) is a composition factor of H”(I1 + pS)}. If H’(1) 
is n-restricted, then H0(1)@L(6)‘“’ has for composition factors 
bw 0 -wP)l UP) is a composition factor of H”(n)}. 
2.2. For the lemma and theorem below, we will require J.EX,&T) to 
have the property that all the (n - 1) boxes that contain highest weights of 
composition factors of HE- r(A) lie in some single n-alcove C,. In 
particular, Hf _ r(1) is an n-restricted G, _ r B-module. 
LEMMA. No composition factor of H”(I + p”G)/H”(il)@L(6)‘“’ has its 
highest weight in C,, + p”S. 
Proof: Let x be a weight such that L(x’) @ p”-‘xl is a composition 
factor of Hz-,(n). Th e composition factors of H’(G/G, _ i B, L(x”) 0 
p”- ‘x1 Op”6) = L(x”) @ H”(xl + ~6)‘” -I), aside from the socle, have 
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highest weights in x0 + p”- ’ SL,.(x’+p6)--(x+p”cS). By 1.1, Lemma2 
none of those weights lies in C, + p” 6. Since H”(A + p” 6) = 
H”(G/Gnp,B, HE-,(%) 0 p” 6) = C, L(x”) @ H”(xl + ~6)‘“~” in the 
Grothendieck group of G, the number of composition factors of 
H”(A + p” 6) with highest weights in C,, + p” 6 equals the number of com- 
position factors of Hf- ,(A), by the property of 2 required in the first 
paragraph of 2.2. But by 2.1, H’(1) @L(b)‘“’ supplies at least that many 
composition factors to HO(l + p” b j with highest weights in C, + p” 6. 
THEOREM. If 6 is dominant and A satisfies the property required abooe, 
then 
SocZ,(HO(% + p” 6)) 
= Soc~(H”(%))@L(6)(“~+L(%o)@Soc~(Ho(%~ + p6jj+‘). 
Remark. By the Theorem, we see that the second socie of N”(A + p” S) 
is the sum of the second socles of the images of the inclusions i and j from 
the Proposition of 2.1. 
ProojI Since SocZ,(H”(~))~L(6)~“~+L(~o)~Soc~(Ho(~1 + p6))‘“-!’ 
= SOCQH’(%)@ L(6)‘“)) + SOC~(L(%~)@ H”(%’ + pS)(“- ‘)j, by 1.2 Propo- 
sition 1 and 1.3 Corollary, we need only show that Soci(H’(), + p” 6)) c 
Soc;(HO(%) 0 L(d)(“)) + soc;(L(n”) @ HO(%’ f p6)‘“- 1’). 
Let M be a submodule of Soci(H”(l+ ~“6)) such that M/L(l+ ~“6) is 
irreducible. Let (Hf- ,(%y’}fzo b e a composition series for Hz- ,(A), and 
write Hi- ,(J.)‘lHE- ,(Ay’- ’ as L($) 0 p”- ‘,u,! . Considering the filtration 
{H”(W,-,B, H~~,(%y‘~p”~j} of H’(GIG,_,B,H~_,(~)Op”b)= 
H”(l+ p” 6), let j be the smallest index such that Mc 
H’(G/G,- i B, HE- ,(ny’@ p” 6). There are two cases to consider. 
(i) In the case j=O, McH”(G/G,,~,B,L(~‘)Op”~‘/2’Op”6j= 
L(A’) @ H’(il’ + p S)‘n-‘), and in particular, M c Soci(L(JO) 18 
HO@’ f p6)‘“- “). 
(ii) In the case j>O, M/Sot, Mci H’(G/G,-,B, (Hz-,(A)i/ 
Uz- ,(Jy-‘) 0 p” 6) = L(,uy) 0 H”(p? +p6)‘“-“, and more precisely 
M/Sot, MZ Soc,(L($‘)O Ho@ + p6)(‘-” z L(pj+ p” Sj, where L(,u~) is 
a composition factor of H’(l). Since M has both composition factors with 
highest weights in C, + p” 6, MC H’(l) @ L(6)!“), by the lemma above. 
Hence, M c SocfJ Ho(A) @ L(6)(“)). 
Fig. 1 illustrates the theorem for n = 2 and the group SL,. It displays 10 
2-alcoves in the dominant chamber, for the prime 7. The weight A+ p2 6 
lies in the l-alcove labeled 1. All the highest weights of composition factors 
of H:(1) 0 p2 6 lie in l-boxes which are contained in the same a-alcove as 
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FIGURE I 
I + p2 6. In that same 2-alcove, the l-alcoves with 2’s in them contain the 
highest weights of composition factors of (Soc~(H”(1))/Soc~ H’(A))@ 
L(d)(*). In the other 2-alcoves, the l-alcoves with 2’s in them contain 
the highest weights of composition factors of L(A’) 0 (Soci HO(l’ + pS)/ 
Sock HO(A’ + pi?)) (I) Altogether, by the theorem, the l-alcoves with 2’s in . 
them contain the highest weights of the factors of Soci HO(l+ p2 S)/ 
Sock H”(A + p2 6). The socle levels for Ho(L) and H’(il’ + pS) themselves 
may be found in [S], for instance. 
Remark. The discussion in 2.3 below suggests that a composition factor 
of H”(,4 + p2 6) with socle layer j> 2 has highest weight in an alcove 
labeled j. The highest weights of the composition factors of H”(A + p2 6) 
have been computed using the method in [6], for use in the figure. 
2.3. J. Humphreys’ ideas [7] on the Jantzen filtration of HO(l + pd) 
indicate that, in the Grothendieck group of G, the G-socle levels may be 
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computed in terms of the G,- ,-socle layers of infinitesimally induced 
modules as 
sot; HO(l + p” 6) 
= f Sot;+‘-‘(H”(G/G,,~,B, (So~&~,H,q_,,(l))/ 
j=l 
h-Y&‘, JT- ,(A))@ p” 5)) 
when 1, in the lowest p”-alcove, satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2. By 
the Theorem and [2], that relation is valid for m = 2. 
In [lo], for the group SL,, socle levels for Weyl modules outside the 
lowest $-alcove are worked out. 
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